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Welcome to Virtual Further Confusion 2021

Further Confusion goes to... HollyWoof

On behalf of the Board of Directors for Anthropomorphic Arts and Education, the parent corporation of Further Confusion, we welcome you all to our first ever fully virtual FC!

It has been quite an eventful year in ways none of us could have imagined. For many of us, myself included, FC2020 a year ago was our last in-person con. Though there have been many virtual gatherings over the past year, we are delighted that you have chosen to join us here. Our Chairman, Shyhoof, and his amazing crew have been working tirelessly all year first to turn on a dime from planning our normal event to a virtual incarnation, and secondly to bring you the best virtual experience possible. We hope you enjoy your visit to the magical world of furry Tinseltown and mingle with larger than life stars along Hollywoof Boulevard.

What a year! A year of firsts to be sure, many unfortunate, and all historic. A global pandemic with lockdowns/quarantines, an overactive hurricane season, apocalyptic fires and floods, unprecedented weather across the globe, nationwide protests over racial injustice, and a contentious presidential election have dominated the news this year.

Yet there were good things to remember from 2020. We found creative ways to cope, we learned much about how to get things done without leaving home. Our essential workers kept us safe, fed, and kept things moving at great risk to themselves. We learned to care for each other as never before, and in the US, we elected our first ever Madam Vice President.

Along the way we lost many of our beloved friends and family, including one of our own members of the Board of Directors, Morgan Wolf. Morgan was an incredibly caring, loving individual who contributed greatly to the success of our events in many different capacities over the years. Her wisdom and thoughtful approach to solving problems will be missed.

Sincerely yours,

AAE Board of Directors:

Vince “Berg Polarbear” Cardinale, President
Laura “Squirrel” Cherry, Treasurer
Grant “Red XIX” Lautz, Secretary
Lauren “Latte” Bowman
Jeff “Dax” Bowman
James “Shyhoof” Tatum
Jessica “Morgan Wolf” Ledbetter
Hello, all you Hollywoof stars and celebrities and welcome to virtual Further Confusion 2021! This year, Further Confusion Goes to Hollywoof. We’ll visit the most absurd, irreverent place ever - The Internet! Also, Hollywoof - the city of dreams, glamour, and stars.

Planning for Further Confusion begins almost immediately after the convention ends. Physical conventions require contracts and coordination with venues and vendors years in advance. This summer, when it wasn’t clear that we’d be able to hold a physical convention, we faced a difficult choice - should we take a year off, or should we try something new? I’m glad we decided to try this. Creating a virtual convention challenged everyone. Throughout the process, I had many moments of doubt. In the end, I think we created something great. Furry can transform any space, physical or virtual, into something magical.

I’m honored to welcome our 2021 charity, Black Girls Code. BGC has a simple mission: introducing young girls of color to programming and technology. Recent events have shown technology’s potential for good and bad. I firmly believe that a diversity of perspectives is needed for technology to truly benefit everyone. My heartfelt gratitude goes to the many attendees that have contributed something extra to this extraordinary organization. There will be more opportunities throughout the weekend to show your support, and you can do so at any time at https://furcon.square.site/.

Further Confusion and our parent organization, Anthropomorphic Arts and Education, Inc., is run entirely by unpaid volunteers. This event wouldn’t be possible without the generous support of hundreds of volunteer staff members throughout the years. These celebrities have invested tens of thousands of hours of effort to bring this convention to life. We’re grateful to our community of panelists, DJs, writers, artists, dealers, and attendees. Your support means the world to us.

The interval since Further Confusion 2020 has been difficult. Many of us have lost something, be it jobs, housing, or loved ones. Some days it’s even hard to maintain a sense of time. From the bottom of our hearts, I want to say thank you for sticking through this mess and continuing to fight when others could not. You matter. Further Confusion would not be the same without you. We’re all looking forward to further adventures with friends you’ve met along the way, like debating whether La Vic or Iguana’s has the better orange sauce (the correct answer is Iguana’s).

I hope you have fun at our virtual convention that we have poured our hearts into and here’s to 2021, something new for us to look forward to. Thank you so much for joining us in Hollywoof!

-- James “Shy” Tatum

Chair, Further Confusion 2021
In Memoriam: Morgan Wolf

Though we start off 2021 with great hopes for the future, it is without the presence of someone very dear to our community. Morgan Wolf was a member of the AAE Board of Directors and served as Vice Chair for Further Confusion in 2016. But even more, she was a beloved friend and “mom” to so many, tirelessly sharing her time, love, and support. It would be impossible to sum up her life and what she has meant to us - her selflessness, and her unwavering care for others. Her wisdom and thoughtfulness will be missed, but never more than her friendship.

“Everything is temporary, except for love.”
Black Girls CODE is on a mission to increase the number of women of color in the digital space by empowering girls of color ages 7 to 17 to become innovators in STEM fields, leaders in their communities, and builders of their own futures through exposure to computer science and technology.
Please Visit
blackgirlscode.com
for more info!
This page was last updated September 19th, 2020, and is current for FC2021.

This code of conduct has been rewritten for a virtual convention.

**General Information**

Further Confusion is an event organized and hosted by Anthropomorphic Arts and Education, Inc. (“AAE”), a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization.

The goal of Further Confusion is to enable our attendees to have the best time possible. While our attendee demographic generally consists of adults, FurCon is an all-ages event.

Further Confusion strives to maintain professionalism at all times.

We hope that each attendee enjoys the fun that our wide-ranging community can provide. Please consider how your actions reflect on the convention and how they may impact or affect others. We take pride in our appearance and we want you to as well, while still having fun. To this effect, if the convention becomes aware of any of our attendees engaging in illegal activities, we will be forced to inform the proper authorities. What you consider to be acceptable behavior may not be so for others. Consideration of others is the hallmark of a mature individual and a healthy fandom, and we encourage that courtesy from all participants in our community.

Matters of safety for convention attendees and volunteers are generally handled by the FC Exec Team. The FC Exec Team can be contacted through Convention Operations or by asking any convention volunteer. The FC Exec Team may ask you to stop an activity or to move it to a private room. Repeat offenders may be required to leave the convention premises in accordance with the Termination and Revocation section of this document. For your safety, we ask that all attendees promptly comply with requests made by the FC Exec Team. If you feel that the FC Exec Team has made an unfair request, or has not been fair, you may bring this up at a later time with the convention chair or vice-chair.

**Costumes, Clothing, Behavior, and Safety**

You may have a chance to show off your costume work! Costumes of all designs and materials are welcome, provided that they are displayed in a manner appropriate for all ages. Collars, leashes, and sled-dog like harnesses may be worn either with costumes or discreetly with your normal street clothing; overt and blatant displays of bondage/BDSM may result in you being asked to leave public convention space. We ask that you keep your attire reasonably inoffensive. As a rule, no “Anatomically correct” costume may be shown in public areas. For our purposes, “Anatomically correct” refers to visible genitalia or realistic nipples as a part of the costume.

Hate speech, and attire and imagery commonly used in conjunction with hate speech, are not welcome at Further Confusion.

Use common sense in public areas. If you have to ask or think twice about doing it in public, take it to a private area. For example, kissing and holding hands, regardless of sexual orientation, are fine. Groping, tongue battles, and nudity, regardless of sexual orientation, are not.

In case of any dispute, FC Executive Staff has final say over what constitutes appropriate attire and
behavior in convention space and events. If you have any questions or need help understanding these guidelines, please email info@furtherconfusion.org.

**Harassment and Assault**

“No” means no. “Stop” means stop. “Go away” means go away. If someone won’t understand these simple rules, please contact convention operations.

Harassment is any behavior that intentionally annoys or alarms another person. Unintentional or misinterpreted behaviors may also cause feelings of harassment. This includes unwanted contact, following someone in a public area without a legitimate reason, or threatening physical violence. Offenders may lose their badges and the matter may be referred to the proper law enforcement authorities. If you are being harassed, we strongly encourage you to immediately contact the FC Exec Team through a nearby convention volunteer.

Additionally, wearing a costume or fursuit does not grant anyone else license to make inappropriate or suggestive comments or gestures. Further Confusion is proud to play host to a wide variety of costuming, including but not limited to: mascot-style fursuits, video game and pop culture cosplay, fantasy/sci-fi genre cosplay, etc., and we wish to provide a positive and safe environment for costumers to enjoy.

**Buying and Selling**

Further Confusion has a dealer’s room where merchandise and services are sold. Anyone who receives payment for goods or services (such as body painting, massage, etc.) in convention space must comply with all legal rules. Vendors must ensure they have proper Sales Tax IDs for their state. If anyone wishes to request payment for goods or services and to donate the proceeds to the convention charity, Further Confusion must be informed of this ahead of time to allow for the convention to organize the correct tax reporting. Further Confusion takes its legal obligations very seriously in this area. Any solicitation for payment at the convention that does not comply with these obligations may result in immediate revocation of the offender’s badge in accordance with the Termination and Revocation section of this document and being required to return all payments.

**Screenshots and Video**

Further Confusion wants you to have great memories from a fantastic convention. Screenshots and videos by attendees are generally allowed in all common areas of the convention. Specific rules regarding these matters may exist for selected events. Please consult the program guide at the convention for information relating to specific events.

When recording individuals or costumes, please use common courtesy and ask before recording them. Please respect their rights if they do not wish to be recorded. If someone asks or otherwise indicates (remember, many folks in costume do not speak) that they do not wish to be recorded, do not photograph them!

Photography or videography for the purpose of sale or publication to the press is expressly forbidden unless written permission has been obtained from AAE, Inc. in accordance with its press policy. Individuals may take pictures and videotapes for private viewing or sharing with friends. We ask our attendees to be courteous to those they wish to take pictures of, especially if you wish to place those pictures or video clips onto any internet archive. In this case, please ask your subjects for their explicit permission to do this.
Attendees should be aware that footage gathered by volunteers in public areas of the convention, including events and panels, may be used in a highlights reel and that attendees may appear in the video without compensation. Consult the pocket program for specific video, audio, and photography restrictions for specific events. Further Confusion will require a release only for footage that is obtained in areas that are not fully public (i.e., private functions and personal interviews). These rules apply to all attendees (dealers, guests, or any level of regular membership). All members of the press and volunteers will conform to Further Confusion’s press policy and we encourage attendees to become familiar with those rules as well.

**Online Behavior**

When it comes to online behavior, only do things that you wouldn’t mind seeing described on the front page of your hometown newspaper.

Using a duplicate account to bypass rate limits, signal requirements, or any other limitation or enforcement placed upon another account is not allowed.

Any unauthorized attempts to socially engineer another party through impersonation of a Further Confusion staffer or another furry will not be tolerated.

**Membership and Attendance**

Though we work to ensure that all interested individuals may join us, FurCon reserves the right to deny or revoke memberships for any reason including but not limited to safety concerns and Code of Conduct violations.

AAE and FurCon do not permit membership or attendance by any individual who is a convicted sex offender or who appears on any federal or state sex offender registry. In addition, AAE and FurCon reserve the right, at the board’s discretion, to deny membership or attendance to anyone with a documented history of sexual violence, including inappropriate conduct towards minors.

By applying for membership in AAE, or otherwise registering for or attending Further Confusion, you attest that you meet all eligibility criteria outlined in this document. Memberships or attendance revoked or terminated as a result of Code of Conduct violations, illegal activities, ineligibility, or breach of contract with AAE / FurCon are not eligible for refund, except at the board’s discretion. AAE / FurCon may, but have no obligation to, investigate the background of any member or attendee, or follow-up on any credible reports of behavior that may impact their eligibility to attend.

**Termination and Revocation**

In the rare case that a membership needs to be revoked prior to the event dates, we will attempt to provide notification via the individual’s registered email address. If a membership is revoked during the event, the individual will be notified in-person and be required to return their attendance badge.

Only the convention chair or board of directors are authorized to revoke or terminate memberships and attendance prior to the event date. During the event, the convention chair, executive on duty, and the FC Exec Team are authorized to revoke or terminate memberships. Additional individuals may be granted authority to revoke or terminate memberships and attendance at the discretion of the chair or board of directors.

Revocation during the event may be reviewed by visiting Convention Operations and requesting to speak to the executive on duty. Outside of the event, revocation may be reviewed by contacting the board of directors at board@anthroarts.org.

**If You Need Assistance**

During operating hours, Further Confusion’s Convention Operations center will help get you connected to the assistance that you need. All staff members will have information on how to contact Convention Operations. Remember, we cannot address a problem unless we know about it. For less urgent matters, messages may be left with Convention Operations to be forwarded to volunteers. As with all messages left with Con Ops,
Attendees should be aware that footage gathered by volunteers in public areas of the convention, including events and panels, may be used in a highlights reel and that attendees may appear in the video without compensation. Consult the pocket program for specific video, audio, and photography restrictions for specific events. Further Confusion will require a release only for footage that is obtained in areas that are not fully public (i.e., private functions and personal interviews). These rules apply to all attendees (dealers, guests, or any level of regular membership). All members of the press and volunteers will conform to Further Confusion’s press policy and we encourage attendees to become familiar with those rules as well.

Online Behavior

When it comes to online behavior, only do things that you wouldn’t mind seeing described on the front page of your hometown newspaper. Using a duplicate account to bypass rate limits, signal requirements, or any other limitation or enforcement placed upon another account is not allowed. Any unauthorized attempts to socially engineer another party through impersonation of a Further Confusion staffer or another furry will not be tolerated.

Membership and Attendance

Though we work to ensure that all interested individuals may join us, FurCon reserves the right to deny or revoke memberships for any reason including but not limited to safety concerns and Code of Conduct violations. AAE and FurCon do not permit membership or attendance by any individual who is a convicted sex offender or who appears on any federal or state sex offender registry. In addition, AAE and FurCon reserve the right, at the board’s discretion, to deny membership or attendance to anyone with a documented history of sexual violence, including inappropriate conduct towards minors.

By applying for membership in AAE, or otherwise registering for or attending Further Confusion, you attest that you meet all eligibility criteria outlined in this document. Memberships or attendance revoked or terminated as a result of Code of Conduct violations, illegal activities, ineligibility, or breach of contract with AAE / FurCon are not eligible for refund, except at the board’s discretion. AAE / FurCon may, but have no obligation to, investigate the background of any member or attendee, or follow-up on any credible reports of behavior that may impact their eligibility to attend.

Termination and Revocation

In the rare case that a membership needs to be revoked prior to the event dates, we will attempt to provide notification via the individual’s registered email address. If a membership is revoked during the event, the individual will be notified in-person and be required to return their attendance badge. Only the convention chair or board of directors are authorized to revoke or terminate memberships and attendance prior to the event date. During the event, the convention chair, executive on duty, and the FC ExecTeam are authorized to revoke or terminate memberships. Additional individuals may be granted authority to revoke or terminate memberships and attendance at the discretion of the chair or board of directors.

Revocation during the event may be reviewed by visiting Convention Operations and requesting to speak to the executive on duty. Outside of the event, revocation may be reviewed by contacting the board of directors at board@anthroarts.org.

If You Need Assistance

During operating hours, Further Confusion’s Convention Operations center will help get you connected to the assistance that you need. All staff members will have information on how to contact Convention Operations. Remember, we cannot address a problem unless we know about it. For less urgent matters, messages may be left with Convention Operations to be forwarded to volunteers. As with all messages left with Con Ops, please remember to give details of how, when, and where the recipient can contact you.

Further Confusion has a large volunteer staff to handle most aspects of the running of the convention. This allows the Chair and Vice Chair to remain available to talk about any comments or concerns that our attendees bring to them. If you see them around the corridors, feel free to speak to them—even if they appear harried—ensuring our attendees have a good time is one of their primary roles! If you need to contact the convention Chair or Vice-Chair at any other time, you can do this by leaving a message for them at Convention Operations.

Have a Fun and Safe Con!

If you have questions or comments regarding Further Confusion policies, please send an email to info@furtherconfusion.org.

Further Confusion’s code of conduct is subject to change at any time. We will make a best effort to notify attendees when changes are made. The most current version of the Code of Conduct may always be viewed at www.furtherconfusion.org/conduct.
DJ LINEUP

Friday 15th
Tantari
Vulp
BarKSharK
Voxel
Jake Tiggy
MDKai

Saturday 16th
EarVelvet
SORAMI
SubCørv
RAZETH
Spike Papp
Kusk3

Sunday 17th
RoWdY RazzKatt
Veyote
SQN
AxleFusky
Lapin.blanc
Nullstrukt

Monday 18th
PSYClone
Brenda Banks
BagelTiger
Raver Lyon
KA!JU
Aetherflow
His name was Quince Montana. The community will know him by a different name...SCALEFACE
Starring: Walter the Pidgeon
Anne Amal Francis
Leslie Sealson

and introducing Furby the Robot

Jan. 15th-18th 2021
furtherconfusion.org

©2019 Keefur & Draconis
BRING THE CON HOME!

Experience the San Jose Convention Center in VR Chat! Courtesy of @Vanillayote on Twitter. Check it out soon at www.furcon.org/vr
FURFLIX

"AN INTENSE WHITE KNUCKLE RIDE"
- NEW YORK TIMES

"DOES FOR THE BLINDFOLD WHAT JAWS DID FOR THE BEACH"
- MY COUSIN EDDIE

REALE

BIRB BOX

PRESENTED BY FURTHER CONFUSION PICTURES. SCRIPT BY THAT GUY. DONUTS PROVIDED BY MY MOM, THANKS MOM. LOOK AT YOU, YOU'RE ACTUALLY READING THIS TINY BOX OF TEXT. I CAN'T BECAUSE I HAVE A STIGMATISM, BUT I AM WRITING THIS JOKES AS IT'S STILL IN 14PT FONT SIZE SO I HAVE YOUR ATTENTION...HUMMUS PRETTY GOOD ISN'T RIGHT? I'LL LET YOU GO FOR NOW, FUNDING BY CHAIRMAN'S ORGANIZATION OF FUNDING. PRODUCED BY BUNCHAMP STARRING REALE CHILD ACTORS PLAYED BY REAL KIDS BLINDFOLDS PROVIDED FABRIC WAREHOUSE.

IT'S ME AGAIN. I FORGOT TO REMIND YOU YOU NEED TO PICK UP BAKING SODA ON THE WAY HOME AFTER WORK. OKAY LOVE YOU BYE.
DIARY of a Furry Kid

FURCON

Further Confusion goes to Hollywoof

January 15th-18th 2021

©2020 Keefur & Draconis furtherconfusion.org
THE FURTHER CONFUSION STICKER SET IS LIVE!

Enjoy a sticker pack featuring our mascots by a variety of artists.

https://t.me/addstickers/furcon

@Kimbasnowpaw

@Foxhopped

@Howldarling
ATTACK OF THE 50 FT. FURRY

Gwendi Skunk & Latte

Starring

Directed by James “Shy” Tatum  Written by Red XIX

FurtherConfusion.org

Produced by KEEFUR ©2020

FURCON Further Confusion
Goes to Hollywood Jan.15th-18th 2021
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Richard Chew
ConOps (Moderator) Staff
Tirox
ConOps (Moderator) Staff

PROGRAMMING

EAR
Dance Lead
Anthony DiSilvestre (Wyrmclan)
Panels Lead
Greg Lin (GroggyFox)
Social Track Lead
Tohru Fusky
Social Track Second
Lux Operon (Alexandra David)
Writing Track Lead

TECHNICAL PRODUCTION
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Welcome to Your Furry Nightmare.

A FURSUITER on ELM STREET

FURCON Goes to Hollywoof

FURTHER CONFUSION furtherconfusion.org

©2020 Keefur & Draconis
Hollywood Studios Presents:

The Clawedfather

FurCon

Further Confusion goes to Hollywood

January 15th - 18th 2021

“Leave the gun. Take the Catnip.”
Don N’twaidimela
Family leader of the Murrfia.

Filmed at Hollywood Studios
©2015 Keefur & Draconis

furtherconfusion.org
FC 2020 Super Sponsors

For those we missed in the 2020 printed conbook.

SUPER SPONSORS

Akhra Mellivora Gannon
Cameron J Wussow
Jaql
Jeff "Dax" Bowman
Makati
Ratface

SPONSORS

Alex J Bacigalupo
Avery
Bandit Raccoon
Bit Wolf
Blackthorn
Bronze Phantom
BubblezwithaZ
Colton Reye
Corey "Chairo" Strom
Corey Alambar
Covah
D!sk0
Delver
Dipson
DisjointWolfy
Dr. Kandi Foxx DDS
Drew Maxwell
Earthmark
Efrain Gonzalez
Evey
Findari Yote
Fiona
GoGoWolf
Hervy
Humphrey Redwolf
Hunter Luthi
Jason Folf
Jason John Nogales Jr
JDFuchs
JJJ
Jordan Rinehart
Justin Wolfheart
Kaara
Kailys
Kay Fox
Keovi
Kilana Tatterwing
Kit Redgrave
Koyshopi
Lae
Lane "Pawfox" Marshall
LanHao
Luxrien
MitRa
Moka
Morganashe
Mozdoc Alicentaur
Myriad Starflurry
Nacho®
Neys
Nightwind
November
Ochosi
Okami Myoshi
POPSTARDOG
Pyrolf
Qualia Celador Exley
Ralley
Rhokash Kezriin
Rocket Corgi
Roman Lee
Ryan Campbell
Ryzote
Sabot L'ours
Saturdaii
Sef
Shyhoof
Sully Yote
techno-robot-fox
Technus
Thackery Earwicket
Truce Wolf
Tyrnn Eaveranth
YaltaWuff
Surge Sparkz
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ace_orcinus</td>
<td>Linzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymoose</td>
<td>Lucien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony &quot;Wyrmclan&quot; DiSilvestre</td>
<td>Miles Seawind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Hound</td>
<td>Nathan 'DireWolf505' Brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba'ar Orso</td>
<td>Nicky The Musky Wusky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balthazar Haxter</td>
<td>Orzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barton Fox</td>
<td>Outsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berg Polarbear</td>
<td>QuietFire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binaryfox</td>
<td>Red XIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Unicorn</td>
<td>Ryu Raccoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elan</td>
<td>Slippery_Stallion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ember Prast</td>
<td>sodapupcollie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilius</td>
<td>Squirrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest</td>
<td>Taliver Brooks Heath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireline Coyote</td>
<td>Thal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georninja</td>
<td>Trey!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans The Bat</td>
<td>troublepup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James &quot;Shy&quot; Tatum</td>
<td>Varek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff &quot;Dax&quot; Bowman</td>
<td>Vurticaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jester Hyhuahua</td>
<td>Ziggy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junaos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl &quot;Jethric&quot; Maurer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Brophey the Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klovix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koma Hux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeviDoesAThing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the Director of "Barkman"

Trapped at the Fur con
Surrounded by canines
Low on dog treats.

January 15th - 18th 2021

Army of Barkness
Starring Bruce Cowbell - Directed by Sam Ram

www.furtherconfusion.org

Furcon goes to Hollywood
Further Confusion
FC 2021 SPONSORS

3 Retired Rabbits
Ahty
Alejandro Alvarado-Marquez
Anna the wolf (Finn)
Arielle Ramos
auzbuzzard
Bayshore
Bearly Normal
Blake Harrison
Bowie Fox
Budd the Fox
Byte Tupoino
Charlieisagoodboy
Conjure
Corey "Chairo" Strom
Crissa Kentavr
DisjointWolfy
Drek the Bat
Elle Struss
Ember of Lux Analysis
Fink!
Fluff
GeskyHusky
Hermux
Howler
Iara Warriorfeather
Ivy
JaceFolfYo
Jaffa
Jewels and Glint
Joe G. Bear
John Wallaby
Katja Switchblade
Keenan
Ken Cheng
Lambcup
Latte
Lemonsqueez
Linus
Madison Scott-Clary
Maryalee Scarlet
Mathew Jurisich
Midas / Drift
Mishael
MomCat
Mozdoc Alicentaur
Myf
Nacho®
Nathaniel K Price
Nekona
Nesheph Wolf
NIC
Nomi Felidae
Oh Deer, It’s North!
Orca Owl
Princess Reese
Procyon
Quentin Coyote
Quinntton Fox
Rainshadow
Ralley
Recurent
Resafandrab
RGFuzzwolf
rich-online
Ryan Ventura
Ryshili
Sennard
SirVataqun
Solaris Tigre
SouthKitsune
Sparky @SparkToons
Spectrum Fox
stego_s_aurus
Taebyn
Tanaki
Tanuski (Steve)
Tau Switchblade
The FC Bunnies
The Raccoon’s Den
Thumper
Thunderwolfie
Tredain
Tsuyoto
Wolviren
THAT'S A WRAP!